The concept of the origin of life implies that initially, life emerged from a non-living medium. If this medium was Earth's geochemistry, then that would make life, by definition, a geochemical process. The extent to which life on Earth today could subsist outside of the geochemistry from which it is embedded is poorly quantified. By leveraging large biochemical datasets in conjunction with planetary observations and computational tools, this research provides a methodological foundation for the quantitative assessment of our biology's viability in the context of other geospheres. Investigating a case study of alkaline prokaryotes in the context of Enceladus, we find that the chemical compounds observed on Enceladus thus far would be insufficient to allow even these extremophiles to produce the compounds necessary to sustain a viable metabolism. The environmental precursors required by these organisms provides a map for the compounds which should be prioritized for detection in future planetary exploration missions. The results of this framework have further consequences in the context of planetary protection, and hint that forward contamination may prove infeasible without meticulous intent.
Introduction

1
It is probable that the geochemical process known as life had already commenced when 2 today's oldest minerals began to crystallize. While there is widely accepted evidence 3 that the process of life has been present on Earth continuously for the past 3.4Gy [1] , 4 the lack of evidence prior to this date has more to do with the paucity of 5 fossil-preserving rocks than concrete evidence of life's absence [14, 32] . Despite the 6 biosphere's apparent interminable coexistence with the geosphere, there remain many 7 open questions on the matter of life persisting in Earth's absence [3, 35] , not to mention 8 the questions of Earth persisting in life's absence [21, 23, 24] . For example, Visionaries 9 dream of terraforming planets while program officers fret over "contaminating" 10 them [25, 31, 34] . While the terraformers tend to believe that seeding another planet 11 
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would require careful human or robotic (and usually Earth-assisted) cultivation, 12 planetary protection officers take the more conservative stance that a small, 13 semi-sterilized spacecraft of Earth origin could cause life to spill onto a planet in the 14 same way that a small perturbation to a super cooled liquid would cause the entire 15 volume to quickly crystallize. In both cases, there is the predominately implicit 16 assumption that Earth-life would be viable outside of the Earth.
17
When life is viewed as a geologic process, this is a somewhat surprising assumption. 18 In the words of Morowitz et al., "the metabolic character of life is a planetary 19 phenomenon, no less than the atmosphere, hydrosphere, or geosphere" [30] . If this 20 "metabolic character of life" is truly a planetary phenomenon, does that imply that life 21 is inextricable from the planet through which it emerged? Or is it possible that an 22 infinitesimal component of our biosphere-a sliver of a sliver of Earth's biochemical 23 diversity captured in a few species-could be enough to imbue another world with 24 Earth's vitality? 25 To begin to address these questions, we must first lay the framework for determining 26 the environmental conditions required for a species to produce or acquire the chemical 27 compounds necessary to yield a viable metabolism. For this, we utilize the network 28 expansion method [13] : an organism can catalyze a reaction only if it has access to the 29 necessary substrates. The initial substrates, called the seed set, are the compounds 30 available to the organism from the environment. Initially, these are the only compounds 31 in the organism's network -an abstract representation of the biochemistry able to be 32 utilized by the organism with the given compounds. The organism catalyzes all the 33 reactions it can based on the compounds available in its network, and then adds the 34 new compounds it can generate to its network. This process proceeds iteratively until 35 the organism can produce no new compounds. The state of the organism's network 36 when expansion ceases is referred to as the organism's scope-and it contains all of the 37 compounds which can be synthesized by an organism, plus the compounds provided by 38 the environment (the seed set).
39
While there are other methods which can be used to computationally assess 40 organismal viability, relying on some combination of integer linear programming, kinetic 41 modeling using differential equations, elementary mode analysis, and flux balance 42 analysis (FBA), they require catalytic rates which are difficult to acquire and sparsely 43 catalogued, or a curated list of stoichiometrically balanced reactions [27] . FBA is 44 perhaps the most common method for assessing organismal viability, and operates by 45 solving for the relative fluxes of reactions needed in order for steady state production of 46 compounds identified necessary for organismal growth. Despite FBA requiring more 47 constrained information and computational resources, network expansion has been 48 shown to give near identical results for identifying compounds produced (the network 49 scope) [22, 27] .
50
Network expansion models have been used to explore the scope of chemicals 51 accessible to biology across space and time on Earth, and how changing environments 52 and changing biochemical networks impact one another [2] . For example, the models 53 have been utilized to identify how oxygen drastically altered life's biochemical networks 54 during the great oxygenation event [33] ; how biochemistry differed before phosphorous 55 was widely available [10] ; how organismal scopes vary across the tree of life [2, 7] ; and 56 how organismal metabolic variability is impacted both in the presence of diverse 57 environments and the presence of other species [8] .
58
We propose using network expansions to address the question of life's viability produce the substrates which are necessary to the organism's viability?
64
We work through a case study of this framework to determine the viability of varying 65 Earth organisms within Enceladus's planetary context. Because Enceladus has an ocean 66 with high pH (11) (12) [9] , we choose to focus on the viability of prokaryotic alkaliphiles. 67 Because other environmental factors are less well constrained, and parameters like 68 temperature and salinity could vary substantially across locations, we do not place any 69 further restrictions on the organismal metabolisms that we run network expansions 70 on [28] . We show that based on the compounds we currently know to be present in
71
Enceladus's subsurface ocean [37] catalytic capabilities of the biosphere-reinforcing the perspective that the emergence of 88 life on a planet is an extension of the planet's geosphere [29, 35] 
Results
93
Based on target metabolites necessary for many living organisms, we first sought to 94 determine if the compounds which have thus far been identified on Enceladus were 95 sufficient to produce the target metabolites in a set of organisms which would be viable 96 in an environment with the alkalinity present on Enceladus [9] .
97
We ran the network expansion algorithm on the subset of archaea and bacteria with 98 documented environmental pH in the ranges of 9-11 [16] [17] [18] , using a seed set of 99 compounds which have been identified on Enceladus from observations aboard Cassini's 100 Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) [37] (Table 1) .
101
We deem an organism or network to be fully viable if, given a set of environmental 102 seed compounds, it has the catalytic repertoire to produce all the compounds in its 103 network which intersect with a pre-defined set of target metabolites. For this study, we 104 adopt the list of target metabolites defined by Freilich et al (2009) [8] , ( Table 2 ). In 105 that study, the authors found that the organisms which were found to be viable, based 106 on these target metabolites, accurately predicted the ecological compositions of known 107 environments across many habitats and bacterial metabolisms.
108
Prokaryotic viability on Enceladus
109
We find that none of these organisms, across bacteria and archaea, can produce any [37] that were present in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) were included. Phosphate was added to the seed set for additional analyses.
Enceladus. In fact, they are found to produce only a fraction of the compounds possible 112 given their reaction network (Fig. 1) . However, this was not surprising given the lack 113 of detection of any phosphorous containing compounds. Because of this, we repeated 114 the expansion with the addition of phosphate. While this increased the scope of the 115 organismal seed sets, again, no target compounds were able to be produced. Although 116 in the latter case, we note that the organismal scopes increased in size (Fig. 1A) .
117
Identifying the compounds necessary to make prokaryotes viable 118
Running network expansions on pre-established seed sets are useful for determining the 119 set of compounds which can be part of an organism's scope. However, as we found in 120 the section above, if we are aiming to produce a specific set of target compounds, there 121 is no guarantee that a chosen seed set will do that. For this reason, it is useful to 122 identify an algorithm which can identify the seed set needed to produce a target set,
123
given a reaction network. We thus sought to identify subsets of all compounds involved 124 in each organism's network which could feasibly produce all the target compounds in 125 that network.
126
There are three obvious ways to go about this. We could imagine searching for: 1) a 127 single minimal seed set (no subsets of which can produce all target metabolites), 2) the 128 smallest minimal seed set (where there are no sets with fewer elements which can 129 produce all target metabolites), or 3) all minimal seed sets (the set of all sets that can 130 produce all target metabolites).
131
We chose to identify a subset of all minimal seed sets for the archaea and bacteria 132 under consideration, because finding the smallest minimal seed set is an NP-hard 133 problem (Cottret et al., 2008) , and because it would result in only a single environment 134 in which a target set could be produced. Finding any given minimal seed set requires a 135 polynomial-time algorithm, so for computational tractability we chose to identify 100 Figure 1 . Histograms from the network expansions for prokaryotes using the Enceladus seed set. (A) How the scope size changes for all organisms when adding phosphate to the seed set adopted from Waite et al. [37] . In neither case do any target compounds get produced for any organisms. (B) An overview of the distribution of number of target compounds across all organisms (out of 65 possible based on the target set from Freilich et al. [8] . (C) The maximum theoretical sizes of networks, if scopes were able to take advantage of full organismal reaction networks. Orange bars are for archaea, and blue bars are for bacteria.
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Name KEGG Compound ID Name KEGG Compound ID  ATP  C00002 NAD+  C00003  NADH  C00004 NADPH  C00005  NADP+  C00006 ADP  C00008  UDP  C00015 FAD  C00016  AMP Table 2 . Compounds in the target metabolite set. Target list adopted from Freilich et al (2009) [8] aforementioned 266 bacteria. We follow the algorithm described in Handorf et al., 2008 138 to create random minimal seed sets which attempt to minimize the likelihood of 139 obtaining seed sets with large complex biomolecules where possible (see methods).
140
We first take an overview of the minimal seed sets we find which produce target 141 compounds for each of the analyzed organisms. We find that the environmental seed sets 142 needed are often smaller in size, but more complex (as quantified by the mean molecular 143 weight of the seed sets needed) (Fig. 2) . This is especially true for the bacteria, while 144 for archaea the seed sets tend to be composed both of more complex molecules and 145 more of them. Interestingly, there no seeds identified which require more than four of 146 the compounds which have been identified as part of the Enceladus seed set.
147
Next we look at how similar each of the 100 minimal seeds sets for each organism are 148 to one another. We find that across all organisms, the archaea seed sets tend to have 149 more self-similarity compared to the bacteria. Two archaea share about a quarter of the 150 compounds across all their seed sets, on average (Fig. 3) . 
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We then turn to examine how seed sets necessary to produce viable organisms differ 152 between organisms. We find that archaea seed sets tend to be more similar to one 153 another than bacteria seed sets. Nonetheless, comparing organisms within domains 154 leads to similar seed sets much more often than comparing organisms between domains 155 (Fig. 4) . This result holds true even when, instead of comparing the union of seed sets 156 of organism 1 to the union of seed sets of organism 2, we compare the minimum seed set 157 of organism 1 to organism 2. In this case we are looking at the minimal seed set of each 158 organism that has the smallest mean molecular weight (Fig. 4B) . However, we find 159 that clustering the jaccard similarity between the union of organism seed sets results in 160 more accurate clustering of the two domains we investigate (orange and blue squares 161 above and to the left of the cluster maps show whether the row is an archaea or 162 bacteria, respectively). The hierarchical clustering produced from unions shows that is 163 is possible to correctly group archaea and bacteria from only their minimal seed sets 164 necessary for viability. This is an interesting result, complementary to that of Ebenhoh 165 et al (2006), who showed that organisms which are more closely related appear to have 166 more similar reaction scopes, as measured by the Jaccard distance [6] . Such 167 distinguishability in seed sets might be useful in identifying a relationship with 168 taxonomy, for the purpose of expeditiously discerning the organisms which could be 169 most likely to be risks for planetary contamination, or beneficial for terraformation.
170
We turn to looking at the 100 most common seed compounds, to get some idea of the 171 types of molecules we would expect to need to detect on Enceladus for this alkaliphiles 172 to be viable. As might be expected, the majority of these compounds fall into common 173 biochemical categories such as coenzymes, cofactors, amino acids, compound used for 174 fatty acid synthesis, and other key metabolic pathways. It is notable that some of these 175 compounds are target compound themselves, implying that these compounds are less plus phosphate, leads to the ability to produce nearly all target metabolites, and those 183 needed for most prokaryotic life. The expansion is missing siroheme, a cofactor used for 184 sulfur reduction in metabolic pathways, as well as heme, a complex used for a variety of 185 biological functions including electron transfer and redox reactions.
186
This would seem to indicate that if it was possible to transplant the entire catalytic 187 repertoire of the Earth to Enceladus, it would be possible to maintain minimal 188 metabolic viability for most prokaryotic organisms, provided that most of the reactions 189 could be catalyzed in the high pressure alkaline environment. However, this is with a conservative seed set, to ensure that none of the biochemistry would be viable at 197 the spacecrafts destination.
198
Discussion
199
In this research, we laid out a framework to quantify the chemical compounds necessary 200 to assess the viability of Earth's biochemistry in the context of other geospheres. We 201 Figure 4 . The similarity of seed sets between organisms. The clusters of two methods of organism comparisons are shown. (A) We take the union of all 100 seed sets within each organism, and compare them to one another using the jaccard index. (B) We take the minimal seed set of the smallest mean molecular weight of all 100 seed sets within each organism, and compare them to one another using the jaccard index. In both cases, the clustering separates out the domains (domain of each organism shown as blue squares for bacteria and orange squares for archaea above and below the cluster map. does not change our results-there are still no target metabolites produced from any of 208 the prokaryotes analyzed.
209
Next we investigated what it would take for these organisms to be viable, finding 210 that the chemical complexity of the seed sets, or number of seeds present, has to be 211 much higher. In many scenarios, both number of compounds and mean molecular weight 212 of the compounds present must increase. By analyzing the jaccard index within minimal 213 seed sets of organisms, we find that there are many unique seed sets which produce 214 equally viable organisms across archaea and bacteria. We also find that between 215 different taxa, seeds are more similar between two bacteria and between two archaea 216 than when comparing organisms of different domains. The similarity of seed sets needed 217 for organismal viability clusters organisms into their domains, indicating that there may 218 be further ways to identify environments suitable to specific taxonomies across planets. 219 Finally we showed that when the catalytic capability of the entire biosphere is 220 expanded around the Enceladus seed set (including phosphate), the target compounds 221 necessary for viability are produced. This could indicate that, in principle, if the bulk 222 biochemical diversity of Earth life could be transplanted to another planet via simple 223 prokaryotic organisms, these organisms might be able to sustain a viable metabolism.
224
Thus, embedding themselves into a planet from which they did not emerge with 225 consequences for both life and the planet.
226
It is worth noting that the above study provides only a basic proof of concept for the 227 idea of utilizing the well-developed technique of network expansion to quantitatively 228 addressing the most pressing questions of astrobiology. There are many ways that this 229 work could be expanded in order to better reflect geochemical reality as well as 230 incorporate more theoretical considerations. For example, we could permute the initial 231 conditions of the network expansions to force the inclusion of the observed Enceladus 232 compounds into the randomized seed sets. Or we could more strictly constrain the 233 shuffling between high/low molecular mass compounds in these seed sets.
234
There are further details which could help direct our search for compounds on other 235 planets if we wish to improve this framework's accuracy. For instance, we know that the 236 presence/absence of cofactors is a big influence on the scope size for a seed set [13] , so 237 prioritizing our search for these compounds would provide high scientific returns. We 238 could also measure viability as a gradient [8] , and compare viability of organisms in 239 other planetary contexts to the average viability of organisms across environments on 240 Earth. We could investigate the specific metabolic pathways which are enriched or 241 depleted in these environments [10] . Laboratory work here on Earth could also focus on 242 better identifying reaction reversibility within organismal metabolic networks, as 243 irreversible reaction networks would allow for more efficient algorithms used to identify 244 minimal seed sets [2, 5, 15] .
245
We might additionally included more statistical or theoretical constraints. For 246 instance, can we identify distributions of molecular weights of compounds which tend to 247 support biochemistry? Or link the expansions with knowledge of biochemical network 248 topology, in order to find structural gaps in organismal networks which need to be filled 249 to produce viable organisms [20] 
Materials and Methods
276
Defining the networks
277
In order to run the network expansion algorithm from a seed set, we first had to define 278 our networks. To identify the reactions and compounds present in the metabolic 279 networks of individual organisms, we collected data from the Joint Genome Institute's 280 Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes database (JGI IMG/m) [26] . We 281 located all archaea and bacteria which contained metadata on environmental pH, and 282 filtered to those organisms with pH in the range of 9-11, approximately what might be 283 expected in Enceladus's ocean [9] . For our case study, we extracted data from all 28 284 archaea and 266 bacteria matching this criteria. We downloaded the Enzyme 285 Commission (EC) numbers associated with each genome from the organism's list of 286 'Protein coding genes with enzymes'. Each organisms list of EC numbers was mapped to 287 the reactions which they catalyze using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 288 Genomes [16] [17] [18] . Using a combination of Biopython [4] , the KEGG REST API, and
289
TogoWS [19] to collect all KEGG ENZYME, REACTION, and COMPOUND data, we created 290 reaction-compound networks for each organism. Each organisms network contains all of 291 the reactions which all of its catalogued enzymes can catalyze, and all of the compounds 292 involved in those reactions.
293
Executing the network expansion
294
As outlined in the introduction, the network expansion process works as follows: An compounds. The state of the organism's network when expansion ceases is referred to as 303 the organism's scope-and it contains all of the compounds which can be synthesized by 304 an organism, plus the seed set provided by the environment.
305
We assume that all reactions are reversible, both because the KEGG database 306 recommends to not trust its reaction reversibility field, and because reaction 307 directionality in nature depends on the concentrations of products and reactants, which 308 we do not track here.
309
We ran the network expansion algorithm on the aforementioned subset of archaea 310 and bacteria with documented environmental pH in the ranges of 9-11, using a seed set 311 of compounds which have been identified on Enceladus from observations aboard 312 CASSINI's Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) [37] . We additionally ran this 313 seed set when including phosphate, which is likely present in small amounts from 314 water-rock interactions, despite the lack of detection from Cassini's INMS [11] .
315
We also ran the network expansion of KEGG in its entirety (incorporating all 316 catalogued compounds and reactions), representing the full catalytic and metabolic 317 potential of the biosphere, on the seed set of Enceladus with phosphate ( Table 2) .
318
Identifying minimal seed sets 319 We follow the algorithm described in Handorf et al., 2008 [12] to create random minimal 320 seed sets which attempt to minimize the likelihood of obtaining seed sets with large does not impact the target compounds produced, the substrate stays removed. Else, we 331 add it back to the list. Then we move onto the next substrate in the list, repeating until 332 the entire list is traversed.
333
In this algorithm, the order of the list affects the minimal seed set which gets 334 identified, so it is necessary to permute the list and repeat the algorithm to identify 335 each of the 100 minimal seeds. However, we do not want to start with a completely 336 randomized list for each organism, because ideally we want to remove large complex 337 compounds, as to be left with seed sets composed preferentially with simpler 338 compounds which are more abiogenically plausible to find in a uninhabited environment. 339 Previous research has shown that the scopes of single complex biochemicals tend to be 340 reachable by sets of simpler molecules [13] . Because of this, we initially order every list 341 from largest to smallest molecular weight, but then perturb them such that heavier 342 compounds tend to stay near the top, thus getting preferentially removed. Compounds 343 without associated weights were added in random locations in the list.
344
We again follow the method laid out by Handorf et al. [12] . From the list, two The only exception to this rule is that if one of the compounds does not contain 347 weight information, then p = 0.5. The parameter beta represents the degree of disorder 348 allowed in the list, where β = 0 forbids disorder and β = ∞ ignores disorder. We follow 349 the choice of Handorf et al. [12] and choose β = 20 amu.
350
Comparing and clustering seed sets
351
Similarity of seed sets were calculated using the Jaccard index. Clustering was computed 352 using scipy.cluster.hierarchy.linkage(method='average'), where average refers 353 to the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPG-MA) algorithm. 
